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MHL 

 Provides organized safe, fun 

recreational hockey to almost 6,000 

players aged 4 to 20

 Is a “not for profit” organization primarily 

run by over 2,000 volunteers.

 The MHL touches over 25,000 

Mississauga residents between players, 

coaches, trainers, officials, parents and 

sponsors.



Demographics of the MHL

• The players of the MHL 

represent 

approximately 6% of 

the 4 to 20 year old 

population of 

Mississauga.

• The participation of 

new Canadians is 

growing significantly 

within the MHL.



One of the single biggest 

concerns/complaints 

(demonstrated from our surveys) 

from both players and from those 

wishing to participate 

… is the cost.



The MHL has been working hard to decrease player 

costs!

 New innovative sponsorship programs that have 

contributed significantly, reducing total operating 

costs by 15%

 Playmore (a designated MHL charitable organization) 

assists underprivileged children with equipment 

and registration costs

 Equipment exchanges where a player may exchange 

equipment to address size issues … at no cost.



The MHL has been working hard to increase facility  

utilization

 Got Hockey

 Malton Shinny Program

 First Shift

 Second Shift



In the 2013- 2014 season the Mississauga Hockey League 

removed the entry fee paid by players and parents to attend 

games

This has provided a significant and positive increase in 

attendance at games … and an increase in city revenue 

through concession sales.



The ice provided by the City of 

Mississauga is the single biggest cost.



Cost Increases

In 2013- 2014 season the City implemented a new ice policy.

 Ice cost increases cumulatively have exceeded CPI for the same 

period.

 But the other impacts of the new Ice Policy had an even greater 

affect!



Hidden Cost Increases

 Import Fees $60.00 per player are now charged for players 
that do not live in Mississauga providing the city with 
$15,600 additional revenue.

 These fees are not charged by the City of Toronto to 
players  that live in Mississauga and play in Etobicoke  

 There are over 150 players that live in Mississauga and 
play house league hockey in Toronto and many more that 
play at the rep level

 Additional Hour of ice per day added to prime time cost  
($114.30 non-prime to $190.42 prime)

 Coaches rate added for affiliate coaches booking ice above 
their association allotment (coaches rate non-prime 
$140.00, coaches rate prime $231.65)

 Requirement to book 100% of ice requirement by mid 
summer well in advance of registration by participants 
(extra cost to MHL and associations of $115,000)

! Increased player cost       10%

!Cost disadvantage for 

Mississauga & MHL!

! Increased player cost         20%

!Increased player cost up   22%

!Increased MHL cost  up       6%



The MHL can provide assistance in developing 

better programs and co-ordination to more 

effectively use ice, especially shoulder ice.

We want to ensure that generated revenue and cost 

controls are transparent and used to offset 

operating costs and that each user is treated equally 

and fairly.

Increasing utilization will reduce overhead costs 

which in turn will lower user costs thereby providing 

better user satisfaction.



Thank you


